Introduction
The exchange of water between the subtropical gyres of the South Indian and the South Atlantic Oceans is believed to constitute a major component of the global thermohaline circulation [Gordon, 1986] . The leakage from the Indian to the Atlantic comes about in a number of ways, the most important of which is the shedding of large rings by loop occlusion at the retrofiection of the Agulhas Current south of Africa [Lutjcharms and the South Atlantic, a number of things still need to be better understood. These include the rings interaction with the overlying atmosphere and the ambient waters through which they move, the precise routes taken by the rings, as well as their possible interactions with the variable bottom topography along their trajectories.
It has in fact already been recognized that in the region of their inception Agulhas rings are subjected to very large losses of heat to the atmosphere [Walker and Mey, 1988] to crossing a ridge such as the Walvis Ridge. Eddies crossing the ridge exhibit an intensification just before they reach the ridge. This intensification is in the form of a deeper thermocline and a heightened sea surface amplitude. According to their model, the ridge would not markedly affect the transport of heat or salt by the rings, theoretically allowing these anomalous quantities to be carried far into the South Atlantic. The ridge is seen as decelerating eddy propagation. In fact it is only baroclinic eddies that can cross the ridge; barotropic eddies cannot.
In order to improve the understanding of the physical mechanisms responsible for the topographic influences, a series of experiments have been carried out in which not only the degree of baroclinicity of the ring (as given by Kamenkovich et al. [1996] ) but also the ridge geometry have been varied. Starting from a fiat bottom reference run, the modifications both of the eddy trajectory and its vertical coherence brought about by gradually increasing the height of a meridional ridge are analyzed. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the numerical quasi-geostrophic model and the experimental configuration. In section 3 the different responses of a baroclinic ring encountering ridges of different heights in an idealized geometry are described. Section 4 presents experiments with eddies of different ages and vertical structures encountering ridges of different width, both in idealized and more realistic model geometries.
Model Configuration
We use a two-level quasi-geostrophic spectral model with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal (see Beckmann [1988] zation. Its path appears to be only slightly modified during the crossing of the ridge, which gives evidence for its being independent of the processes in the lower layer. Furthermore, its initial dynamic signal in the lower layer seems to be too weak to provide for a sufficiently strong along-slope current by rectification of waves radiated from the ring.
Conclusions
The influence of a meridional ridge on the propagation of isolated vortices in a two-layer ocean on the Southern Hemisphere fi plane has been investigated by a series of experiments with a numerical quasigeostrophic model. Geographical and dynamical parameters typical for Agulhas rings have been chosen, taking into account the constraints of the quasi-geostrophic approximation. Gaussian shaped vortices were initialized, the vertical structure and starting position of Future modeling work should focus on the interaction between Agulhas rings and realistically shaped ridges. Byrne et al. [1995] state that Agulhas rings preferably cross the Walvis Ridge at its deepest parts, which seems possible for rings which are sensitive to bottom topography and stagnate on the upslope of a ridge. Therefore, the effect of a ridge of unequal depth should be investigated with a less constraining model and realistic parameters. Furthermore, the dependence of the translation velocity on the steepness of the ridge indicated by drifter data [Olson and Evans, 1986] needs to be systematically clarified.
